ISA MISSION STATEMENT

Through research, technology, and education the International Society of Arboriculture promotes the professional practice of arboriculture and fosters a greater worldwide awareness of the benefits of trees.
ISA By the Numbers

• 24,537 Members (*December 31, 2019*)

• 39,328 Certifications Worldwide (*December 31, 2019*)

• 8,700 Qualifications Worldwide (*December 31, 2019*)

• New Components – Estonia, Thailand and Iowa
ISA Mission: Research

- 2 Science and Research Committee literature reviews funded in FY 18-19
- $60,000 of ISA membership revenue donated to TREE Fund in FY 18-19
- 26 papers published in the ISA Journal of Arboriculture and Urban Forestry in FY18-19
ISA Mission: Education

- 479,587 CEUs logged in FY18-19 with 3 week reduction in wait time for credential holders
- $180,000 supporting component participation in Leadership Workshop FY18-19
- 43% of certification revenue sent directly to the ISA Components in FY18-19
ISA Mission: Technology

- New Voting Technology for ISA Elections Increased Participation by 1.7%
- Phase 1 server capability upgrade for future technology improvements
- ISA Online Courses Updated for Browser Compatibility
2020 and Beyond

• Putting down Roots
• Regenerating ISA’s Products
• Strengthening our Branches
See You in 2020
Join us in Albuquerque, New Mexico
9 – 12 August 2020, ISA Annual International Conference and Trade Show
7 – 9 August 2020, ITCC and Arbor Fair